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CENTRAL PLANT FENCE REMOVAL

Houston, Texas, June 14, 2012- Portions of the construction fence surrounding the Central Plant construction project will be removed starting Thursday, June 14, 2012. Please see the below map for affected areas. The fence in area 1 will be removed on Thursday, June 14, 2012. Pedestrian access through the south door of the Technology Building will be restored on June 14, 2012. Access between the construction trailer and the east side of the Technology Building will be closed between June 14, 2012 and June 19, 2012 while the sidewalk is completed with the fence in area 2 being removed June 19, 2012. The remainder of the fence (shown in red) will remain until the project is complete in Fall 2013.

Please contact Kelly Buehler, Senior Project Manager, if you have any questions related to this project at kbuehler@uh.edu or by phone at 713-743-9637. For more construction project information, please visit the Facilities Planning and Construction website at http://www.uh.edu/plantops/departments/fpc/.
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